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Abstract—Multiaccess edge computing (MEC) is considered as1

a backbone for the 5G network. The successive MEC network2

combines the networking and computation at the edge of the3

network to achieve the Quality of Services (QoS) with ultralow4

latency. The devices with mobility feature, whether hand-held5

devices or vehicles move from one edge server (ES) location to6

another ES, creates a nonoptimal environment in the long run.7

To maintain QoS and avoid service disruptions, existing network8

topologies do not fulfill the requirement. Hence, a unique traffic9

steering with dynamic path selection is required for live service10

migration of time-sensitive applications. In this article, we are11

the first to introduce a distributed traffic steering through the12

differentiation of two different types of network elements (i.e.,13

ESs and routers), in a large MEC system. Using this concept, we,14

for the first time, resolve the scalability problem of a large MEC15

network into a partitioned MEC network. The proposed frame-16

work bounds the path-finding procedure with a filter strategy17

based on the network distance to eliminate the excess of non-18

related network elements. With a decentralized framework for19

MEC, we propose matrix-based dynamic shortest path selection20

and matrix-based dynamic multipath searching algorithms for21

dynamic path selection under the proposed autonomous network22

boundary discovery and must connect node block benchmarks.23

Our proposed dynamic traffic steering system works under two24

most important metric measurements (time delay and available25

bandwidth). Experimental results validate the effectiveness of26

dynamic and adaptive path searching in a partitioned controlled27

MEC network that significantly outperforms the centralized28

approaches with 35%–70% efficiency in QoS.29

Index Terms—5G, collaborative mobile-edge computing, live30

service migration, path routing, path selection, traffic steering.31

I. INTRODUCTION32

THE MULTIACCESS edge computing (MEC) optimizes33

the performance for ultralow latency and high through-34

put with efficient bandwidth availability using the edge server35
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(ES) as the backbone of the 5G network. ES is also consid- 36

ered as the mobile-cloud [1] or MEC server host [2], [3]. The 37

MEC system is a key requirement for the continuity of applica- 38

tion during user mobility whether traditional hand-held devices 39

or vehicles movement [4]. Especially, it has become very 40

important in the case of a fast-moving autonomous vehicle’s 41

application. For instance, an application serving the user may 42

need to be transferred to another ES with the user movement 43

at a new location. Consequently, for state-full applications, 44

the service state data can be transferred from the origin ES to 45

the destination ES [5]. A consistent service migration frame- 46

work takes the responsibility to migrate the ongoing services, 47

seamlessly, from the source to target ES near the current 48

user’s location. The researchers prove that live service migra- 49

tion resolves this problem by moving real-time service data 50

from the origin ES to the destination ES [5], [6]. Therefore, 51

the threshold time for both computation of origin destination 52

(OD) ES path and transferring the service data should not to 53

be exceeded than the required minimum time slot [7]. Hence, 54

a seamless service migration remains challenging, when the 55

MEC network expands to a large network. 56

The rapid advancement in MEC and 5G technology effi- 57

ciently resolve this problem, by deploying user plan function 58

in MEC network servers (ES). This is an essential module of 59

a 3GPP 5G core infrastructure and represents the data plane 60

evolution of a control and user plane separation scheme [8]. 61

According to the 5G future plan [2], the traditional network 62

measurement and monitoring protocols, such as OSPF and 63

IS-IS [9], cannot cover all the requirement of dynamic traffic 64

monitoring in MEC. So, a distributed traffic steering system 65

becomes a key requirement for Quality-of-Services (QoS) 66

network traffic management in the 5G MEC network. The 67

main target of traffic steering is to maintain both data trans- 68

ferring and service connectivity in minimum time slot with 69

low error rate. 70

In this article, for the first time, we devise a dynamic path 71

selection philosophy in static and decentralized traffic steering 72

structure of the 5G-enabled MEC framework. We contest this 73

challenge utilizing divide-and-conquer strategy by both uni- 74

fied and distributed control for MEC network functions [2] 75

and service availability through the software-defined network 76

(SDN) and network function virtualization (NFV) [10], [11]. 77

Although, there are proposed studies on traffic steering in 78

MEC, they are fundamentally incompatible with the time- 79

complexity problem of this article. First, the researcher 80

focused only unified control and use centralized approach 81
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that always consider a full graph of the MEC network.82

Second, previous works are usually based on machine learning83

approaches that do not fulfill the time-complexity problem due84

to high computational requirements [6], [7], [12], [13]. While,85

traffic steering can serve as a distributed entity with SDN86

functionality at every ES, instead of the centralized control87

server [7].88

Throughout our research, we address and summarize the89

challenges of traffic steering in the MEC system.90

1) Path finding in live service migration that entails QoS91

for mobile users with the selection of minimum delay92

and higher bandwidth requirement.93

2) The higher bandwidth and lowest delay have a conflict-94

ing sympathy. So, it needs to research on how to balance95

both of these metrics.96

3) Throughout the service migration process, if multiple97

paths can select at once, more data can be transferred98

to the destination server within the minimum time slot.99

So, it becomes more important to concentrate how many100

paths can be searched and how to find multiple paths101

dynamically in a minimum time period.102

4) During transferring whole service data, if migration time103

is too large, the users will face QoS interruption [5].104

There is essential how to manage a decentralized traffic105

steering procedure that can provide less than the thresh-106

old time with fully optimal path searching for whole107

service data to transfer.108

In this research, our contributions are concise as follows.109

1) We propose two Branch-and-Bound algorithms.110

a) An autonomous network boundary discov-111

ery (ANBD) that generates a partition-based112

immutable controlled matrix on the current113

server, which is represented by a Bounded (B)114

benchmark. Using the ANBD algorithm at a MEC115

server, the current ES can see its adjacent ESs116

only.117

b) To avoid the nonrelated servers and routers during118

path searching, we introduce a must connect node119

block (MCNB) algorithm that creates immutable120

lists of must connected nodes (MCNs) and is121

known by the Mapped (M) benchmark, where each122

node list is represented by its adjacent MEC server.123

The most important point is that both of these modules124

are used only once at deployment time of MEC servers125

or after restarting the server.126

2) We, for the first time, introduce the importance of127

communication and processing delay separately with a128

significance of the available bandwidth to compute as a129

single mathematical model jointly, like a multiobjective130

optimization.131

3) We give analyses to combine these parameters in the132

path selection system by weighted sum and it is proved133

that it can provide a full optimal solution of the original134

problem.135

4) We also introduce two dynamic path searching algo-136

rithms based on immutable resultant features of ANBD137

and MCNB. First, a matrix-based dynamic shortest138

path selection (MDSPS) algorithm, which finds a single139

shortest best path, using a related set in MCNB, which 140

has the lowest delay cost and optimized bandwidth. 141

Second is the matrix-based dynamic multipath searching 142

(MDMPS) algorithm between OD pair of ESs. 143

5) The time threshold for smooth live service data migra- 144

tion is introduced, to make fast and proper path finding 145

for autonomous vehicle communication to ES that is 146

considered more sensitive in transferring time. 147

The remainder of this research work is as follows. In 148

Section II, we formally introduce the 5G-enabled MEC frame- 149

work with an optimization model and its analysis with the 150

Pareto-optimal solution. We define a large network problem, 151

in Section III, with two branch-and-bound algorithms for 152

the solution of the problem. We describe our two proposed 153

dynamic path searching algorithms based on the decentralized 154

solution, in Section IV. Section V presents our evaluation of 155

the solution and results with and without solving the large- 156

scale network problem. A summarized review is given with 157

related research in Section VI. At the end, a brief closure 158

with future work is described in Section VII. 159

II. PRELIMINARY 160

In this section, we first describe the system model, notions, 161

and notations. We then introduce the joint optimization model 162

for path selection and parameter analysis precisely. 163

A. MEC Network Model 164

In this section, we present a 5G MEC network system 165

model, where one MEC server is associated directly with one 166

or more BSs. The number of BSs is related to the MEC deploy- 167

ment [14], which is beyond the scope of our research. Fig. 1 168

demonstrates an example of the MEC network with several 169

nodes as MEC servers and routers (E1, E2, and E3 and R1, R2, 170

and R3, respectively). The scenario in Fig. 1 demonstrates a 171

service migration example from origin ES1 to a corresponding 172

destination ES2 and then next to ES5. The network distance 173

and congestion becomes much larger with longer distance 174

from ES1 to ES5. Even, security-based autonomous vehicu- 175

lar real-time application cannot continue from ES1 to ES2. 176

This scenario results in network QoS degradation [15]. 177

This whole synchronous MEC network can be represented 178

as the simple undirected graph G = (N, L), where N = 179

{n1 . . . nr} is the set of nodes of the network and L = {l1 . . . lp} 180

is the set of links between the connected nodes. Each node 181

from G corresponds to the nodes (MEC servers and routers 182

both) of the MEC network, and the links L ∈ G reflect 183

the fact that pairs of nodes are sequentially adjacent. Note 184

that for the cardinalities |N| = r and |L| = p, the MEC 185

network G has r nodes and p links, respectively, in a data 186

path. We only consider three basic metrics (ci,j, wi,j, ai,j) of 187

link li,j ∈ L in network G. For a notational convenience, 188

ci,j is used for the total capacity of link communication, wi,j 189

denotes the network latency or link weight and ai,j represents 190

the available bandwidth, corresponding to the link li,j ∈ L. 191

Specifically, if the nodes ni ∈ N and nj ∈ N adjoin to the con- 192

secutively adjacent connected pair by the link li,j ∈ L, then: 193

wi,j = defTdelay(ni, nj ∈ N). The main difference is that the 194
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Fig. 1. Service connectivity as a vehicle going right to left along the road
in vehicular edge computing. The distance becomes longer with movement
going out from initially connected areas.

TABLE I
SUMMARY OF NOTATIONS

AQ2

link-cost of a link li,j ∈ L received by one node ni ∈ N could195

be different from another node nj ∈ N since this information196

is disseminated in an asynchronous manner [9].197

With the use of feature scaling, we normalize the delay198

wi,j, for the convenience of subsequent processing. It passes199

all delay values w′i,j(t) in the range [0; 1]. The normalization200

function is formulated as follows:201

wi,j =
w′i,j(t)− w′i,j(t) min

w′i,j(t) max−w′i,j(t) min
(1)202

where symbols w′i,j(t) min and w′i,j(t) max are defined as the 203

network delay or data transferring time. In such a MEC model, 204

po→d is the set of all available links between OD pair of nodes. 205

Similarly, the minimum distance from po→d is time-dependent, 206

denoted by Do→d
p (t), and can be expressed as following in our 207

model: 208

Do→d
p (t) = min

∑

∀li,j∈p

wi,j + ηi (2) 209

where we consider, separately, the link propagation delay 210

wi,j(t) and all types of node (router and MEC servers) 211

processing delay ηi(t) at time t [16]. 212

On the other hand, the entire path po→d contains li,j, which 213

is the ith link in the MEC network graph G. Likewise, ci,j is 214

the capacity of li,j, bi,j is its current load, and ai,j is the related 215

available capacity of bandwidth, which becomes simple as 216

ai,j = ci,j − bi,j. (3) 217

Furthermore, it is assumed here that the capacity ci,j ∈ 218

li,j is known with practical assumption by the Link State 219

Advertisement [9] system. If any additional policy changes 220

the bandwidth on the ith link, the network operator should be 221

informed about it. The application should be able to compute 222

the current bandwidth load bi,j of directly connected links at 223

all nodes (∀l ∈ N). This can be applicable by an approach 224

similar as previously presented in [17]. We can periodically 225

calculate the current load bi,j(t) at time t as 226

bi,j(t) = x̂i(t)− x̂i(t − τ)

τ
(4) 227

where x̂i(t) is the counter value and τ is the time interval. 228

Although, we consider the bandwidth availability at ai,j, as 229

unused capacity even the link li,j ∈ L is idle or transmitting the 230

packets at the maximum speed [17]. The available bandwidth 231

ai must be looked as the average unused capacity and has a 232

great influence in service migration [2]. Using the bandwidth 233

load bi,j, the available bandwidth ai,j can be modeled as the 234

following equation [18]: 235

ai,j(t, τ ) = 1

τ

∫ τ+t

t
(ci,j − bi,j(t))dt (5) 236

where ai,j(x) is the immediately available bandwidth at a given 237

time x at the link li,j. Much research [17]–[19] has been 238

proposed about delay and available bandwidth value collection 239

and can be studied in detail. 240

Note that we calculate the delay cost of a path as the total 241

cost of all links in a path set (∀li,j ∈ pi). Whereas, the concept 242

of bandwidth of transferring path is different and is defined 243

in Definition 1. In the case, we required to find a path po→d 244

in network G having the highest bandwidth of path Bo→d
p . All 245

the procedures can be calculated with the following equation: 246

Bo→d
p (t) = max

po→d
min
li,j∈p

ai,j. (6) 247

Definition 1 (Bandwidth of linked Path): A network path is 248

a set of several connected links as p = {l1,2, l2,3, l3,5 . . .}, for 249

data transferring. Every link li,j ∈ p has its assigned bandwidth 250

value ci,j ∈ li,j, and in different network links, it may vary. We 251
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Fig. 2. Two different paths between the OD pair and shortest-path selection
based on link delay and bandwidth inverse.

define the available bandwidth of a linked path as the minimum252

available bandwidth amin
i,j ∈ p value from all links on the path.253

B. Joint Optimization Model254

The delay cost functionality performs as the lesser link delay255

cost that specifies the higher bandwidth availability at a spe-256

cific link. In contrast, the higher the cost signifies, the lesser257

the bandwidth availability [18]. The problem arises, when a258

link li,j ∈ p is selected with low latency but the bandwidth259

capacity is lower than the required data to be transferred and it260

will affect the QoS. As we know, the efficient bandwidth avail-261

ability is more important for seamless service migration, we262

introduce here an objective function to achieve better results263

in path selection264

Do→d
p (t) = min

∑

∀li,j∈p

wi,j + a−1
i,j + ηi (7)265

where a−1
i,j is the multiplicative inverse function of the avail-266

able bandwidth value that can be considered as a bandwidth267

cost of a link [20]. For instance, a specified link li,j ∈ p268

provides 10 MB and the other link li,k ∈ p has 100-MB avail-269

able bandwidth then the multiplicative inverse of both is 1/10270

= 0.1 and 1/100 = 0.001, respectively. With the considera-271

tion of Fig. 2, there are two baths p1 = A → B → D and272

p2 = A → C → D from nodes A–D having different capac-273

ity at each link. Thus, the available bandwidth of p1 signifies274

as 0.4 Gb/s; whereas, p2 is as 0.7 Gb/s (we use Mb/s values275

as Gb/s to maintain bandwidth values between [0; 1]). The276

path p1 is selected as the shortest path if we consider only277

link delay cost with a total cost of 0.3 ms than path p2 cost,278

which is 0.5 ms. Whereas, the available bandwidth of path p1279

is 0.4 Gb/s, which is lower than the p2 bandwidth of 0.7 Gb/s.280

This situation means the degradation of QoS in optimal path281

selection. The multiplicative inverse of the available bandwidth282

of each link fixes this problem with an additive value of both283

link delay and bandwidth inverse as follows:284

Dl
i,j(t) =

∑
wi,j + a−1

i,j . (8)285

Additive values of each link through the above equation spec-286

ify the path p2 as the shortest path with a cost of 3.9 and287

the available bandwidth of 0.7 Gb/s, while p1 cost is calcu-288

lated as 4.8. This approach achieves higher quality results in a289

single shortest path. So, we take into account the cumulative 290

technique for the link cost in (7). 291

In the sense of the above discussion, the whole MEC 292

network G states can be described as an N × N matrix, C 293

is denoted as [Ci,j]n×n; n = |N| is a symmetric matrix con- 294

taining the graph connectivity. All elements of cost matrix Ci,j, 295

in general, can be defined as 296

Ci,j =
⎧
⎨

⎩

ηi,j, if i = j
{wi,j, ai,j}, if i �= j
Null, Otherwise.

(9) 297

Here, we, for the first time, identify the importance of pro- 298

cessing delay and status of every type of nodes (servers and 299

routers), for QoS dynamic path selection and collaborative 300

MEC network. The states of all nodes (∀ηi ∈ N) repre- 301

sents the status of memory and CPU availability with the help 302

of both queuing and processing delays [16] and significantly 303

can help in traffic load management, which will be discussed 304

in our next research work. As in (9), all diagonal elements 305

([Ci,j]n×n, i = j) signify the additive processing states as ηi,j. 306

Whereas, all nondiagonal values ([Ci,j]n×n, i �= j) represent 307

the available bandwidth ai,j and the delay cost wi,j, of the 308

ith link, between nodes ni ∈ N and nj ∈ N. Here, we set 309

([Ci,j]n×n, i �= j) = Null that signifies no direct connection 310

between the nodes ni ∈ N and nj ∈ N. 311

C. Parameter Comparison and Analysis 312

In this section, we talk about the important relation between 313

link delay wi,j ∈ p and available bandwidth ai,j ∈ p and prove 314

their joint optimization with the Pareto-optimal relation. First, 315

we define two types of problems and then we elaborate rela- 316

tions of both. In dynamic path searching, a weighted graph is 317

used to search the shortest best path po→d from the origin ES 318

to destination ES. The problem related to the path searching 319

algorithm can be expressed by the following (Problem I): 320

p = arg min
p∈P

OC(p) (10) 321

where symbol OC(p) denotes a function that utilizes the 322

MDSPS algorithm on the cost matrix C with cumulative val- 323

ues of delay cost (wi,j ∈ p) and bandwidth cost (a−1
i,j ∈ p) to 324

find the best shortest path p. As the MDSPS algorithm works 325

as a linear function, Problem I can transform into a weighted 326

sum of two subproblems as the following equation: 327

p = arg min
p∈P

CwOw(p)+ CaOa(p) (11) 328

where CwOw(p) denotes the function for the cost of link delay 329

(wi,j ∈ li,j ∈ p) and CaOa(p) as a function for bandwidth 330

cost (a−1
i,j ∈ li,j ∈ p) . As well as, it can be defined as a 331

multiobjective optimization problem as follows (Problem II): 332

p = arg min
p∈P

[
Ow(p), Oa(p)

]
. (12) 333

It means searching a path p ∈ P, which is able to mini- 334

mize Ow(x) and Oa(x) at once. Note that the equality of (10) 335

and (11) is representing different types of expressions for 336

Problem I. While (12), i.e., Problem II, is relatively vary- 337

ing from Problem I. Hence, (10) cannot transform into (11). 338
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Multiobjective optimization is the mathematical problems that339

may concern more than one objective function’s set to be340

optimized at once. Problem II relates to searching a trans-341

ferring path p ∈ P that can minimize Ow(x) and Oa(x)342

simultaneously and considered as a multiobjective mathemat-343

ical problem. Next, we discuss the relationship between the344

solutions of Problem I and Problem II, established through345

following propositions with the proofs of each of them.346

Definition 2 (Pareto Optimality): A solution p ∈ P is sup-347

posed to be a Pareto optimal, with respect to all paths P348

between OD servers, if and only if there is no p′ ∈ P for349

which w = O(p′) = (o1(p′) . . . ok(p′)) dominates a = O(p) =350

(o1(p) . . . ok(p)).351

The defined Pareto optimal in Definition 2 is interpreted as352

the entire decision variable space unless otherwise specified.353

In simple words, it can be explained that x′ is Pareto optimal354

if there is no feasible vector x exist, which can decrease some355

criterion without an increase at the same time in at least one356

other criterion in minimization.357

Definition 3 (Strong Pareto-Optimal Solution): p∗ ∈ P is a358

Strong Pareto-Optimal solution of Problem II, if and only if359

there cannot exist any other p ∈ P, such that Ow(p) ≤ Ow(p∗)360

and Oa(p) ≤ Oa(p∗).361

Definition 4 (Weakly Pareto-Optimal Solution): p∗ ∈ P362

can be considered as a Strong Pareto-Optimal solution of363

Problem II, if and only if there cannot exist any other p ∈ P,364

such that Ow(p) < Ow(p∗) and Oa(p) < Oa(p∗).365

Proposition 1: The solution related to Problem I is a weakly366

Pareto-Optimal solution of Problem II.367

Proof 2: Let p′ ∈ P exist as a solution for Problem I.368

Let us assume that it as not a Weakly Pareto-Optimal solution369

of Problem II. For instance, there must exist a solution p ∈370

P as such Ow(p) < Ow(p′) and Oa(p) < Oa(p′). With the371

consideration of these assumptions, the weighted cost is set as372

Cw ≥ 0 and Ca ≥ 0 for at least one is larger than 0. Thus,373

CwOw(p)+ CaOa(p) < CwOw(p′)+ CaOa(p′).374

There is inconsistency in terms of guessing that solution p′375

is the solution of Problem I or p′ must be a weakly Pareto-376

optimal solution of Problem II.377

Proposition 2: The result of Problem I is considered as a378

Strong Pareto optimal for Problem II, if the cost of the two379

subobjectives in Problem II are both positive, i.e., Cw > 0 and380

Ca > 0.381

Proof 3: Let p′ ∈ P be the solution of Problem I as382

positive cost weights. Assuming that it is not a Strong Pareto-383

optimal solution. This signifies that an existence solution p ∈ P384

such that Ow(p) ≤ Ow(p′), Oa(p) ≤ Oa(p) and that Ow(p) <385

Ow(p′), Oa(p) < Oa(p′) holds for at least one. Since Cw > 0386

and Ca > 0, we have CwOw(p) + CaOa(p) < CwOw(p′) +387

CaOa(p′). While, this solution controverts the guess that p′ is388

a result of Problem I specifies that solution p′ must be strong389

Pareto optimal.390

Through the above findings, we can explain that the sum of391

delay cost and bandwidth weights in (10) that provides a better392

QoS solution in traffic steering for seamless service migration.393

Concretely, the method of cumulative delay and bandwidth394

cost finds a better transferring path that can minimize the delay395

and achieves higher bandwidth simultaneously. Furthermore,396

it ensures a strong Pareto optimality in (11) for the selected 397

path. The scalability problem still exists in some situations. 398

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND PROPOSED SOLUTIONS 399

In vehicular communication, reliable mobility is reflected by 400

ultralow latency. The current problem is a large-scale deploy- 401

ment of the MEC network that can never apply the traditional 402

network routing techniques due to interdomain limitations [9]. 403

Whereas, the proposed traffic steering for the MEC system [6], 404

[12], [13] fails to minimize the time slot due to central con- 405

trol in a large-scale MEC network. Our goal is to minimize 406

the time complexity to achieve QoS with a decentralized and 407

fully optimized dynamic path selection framework for reliable 408

mobility of vehicular application. 409

A. Scalability Problem 410

The scalability problem arises when the deployment of the 411

MEC network expands to a large network [7], [9] that inherits 412

several penalties. 413

1) The execution of the path selection method becomes 414

intensely expensive (e.g., energy consumption and run- 415

ning time cost). 416

2) The SDN controller will take more time to collect 417

information from so many nodes. 418

3) As the time cost becomes high, the efficiency of the 419

results will be extensively reduced. 420

4) It is difficult to handle a large network as a traffic matrix, 421

especially for the time-sensitive application process and 422

migrations. 423

Observing 5G enabled MEC, we can find that large MEC is 424

decentralized tractable with SDN and NFV [9], which helps to 425

identify relevant important substructures in the MEC network. 426

So, we identify the subsequent transformation. 427

1) Utilizing the static MEC network features that are addi- 428

tive and constant and cannot be changed in time after 429

deployment. 430

2) A large MEC network can be partitioned or converted 431

into a subnetwork block, based on unique properties of 432

two types of nodes (routers and servers) in one network 433

as described in Definition 5. 434

3) Only related nodes can be traversed during path search- 435

ing with predefined and static MCNs as defined in 436

Definition 6. 437

4) Both the above features need to be accessed only once 438

at deployment time of the MEC network and helps to 439

generate the prepossessed static results for dynamic path 440

selection. 441

The collaborative MEC network framework [8] resolves this 442

problem efficiently with its distributed computation power at 443

each ES of network. With the above assumption, the network 444

partition of the MEC network graph G can be defined as 445

Definition 5; 446

Definition 5 (MEC Partitioned Boundary): A MEC network 447

G is with a set of nodes N = R ∪ M, where R represents 448

the router and M is set of ESs (MEC servers) nodes. Let the 449

interior network graph H be the subnetwork graph of G that 450

can be obtained by moving the origin ES node as mo ∈ N and 451
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Fig. 3. Centralized and distributed control model of the MEC network with
its central and interior network traffic matrices.

all its adjacent ES nodes ([m1, m2, . . . mα] ∈ N) with their452

intermediary incidence links (l ∈ L) and routers (r ∈ N) from453

G, where α is the total number of adjacent ESs. With respect454

to mo ∈ M, links ∀l ∈ H and nodes ∀mα ∈ H and router455

in between of servers (∀r ∈ H) are called interior links and456

nodes, respectively. The remaining links (l /∈ H) and nodes457

(n /∈ H) are called exterior.458

B. Problem Transformation459

An ES (mo ∈ M) is known as the origin ES that is con-460

figured to have its interfaces connected to its adjacent ESs461

(mα ∈ H) throughout the linked routers between them (r ∈ H).462

In simple, each adjacent ES works as an autonomous system463

boundary router [9]. What is more, this procedure needs to464

execute only once to create an adjoin ES’s feature fusion465

block at each ES as an interior network matrix (INM) of466

H. In this scenario, origin ES (mo ∈ H) keeps link met-467

rics that can be advertised by the interior network nodes468

(∀n ∈ H; ni �= mo) in its INM, bounded to its adjacent469

ESs (m1, m2 . . . mα ∈ H; mi �= mo) throughout all incidence470

routers (r ∈ H) and links (l ∈ H). In short, an ES has only471

access to control and maintain the routing of its boundary472

area limited to its adjacent ESs. For instance, ES1 creates a473

virtual adjoin boundary region, in Fig. 3, where the red circle474

area presenting a subnetwork is bounded to its adjacent ESs.475

Although, an INM of this bounded area operated by ES1 is476

enlarged. A red dotted line extends the boundary if it exists,477

by connecting an interior router (r ∈ H) to the exterior router478

(r ∈ G) in the range of all next ESs.479

A central traffic steering server also is identified con-480

nected to ESs ∀M ∈ N through black dashed lines (in481

Fig. 3). Consequently, the whole scenario can be described482

as a two-layered system of traffic steering in 5G MEC:483

1) decentralized traffic steering using the collaborative MEC484

control system and 2) centralized MEC network framework.485

The second layer works as a central traffic steering, which486

holds only the control matrix of all ESs only and their487

connectivity with each other. What is more, it can sepa-488

rate the load information of ESs from routers in the core489

Algorithm 1: ANBD Algorithm
Data: [Ci,j]n×n; n = |N|; Source ES mo ∈ M ⊂ N
Result: [CH

i,j]n×n, n=|H|
1 Stack← mo

2 while Stack not empty do
3 element← Pop Stack
4 if element /∈ H then
5 if element ID has character ′E′ and

element �= mo then
6 H← element
7 Return to line 3

8 else
9 Stack ← ∀ Neighbors ∈ element

10 H← element
11 Predecessor[∀ Neighbors] ← element

12 ([CH
i,j]n×n; n = |H|), for all Ci and Cj ← ni ∈ H

13 For all Ci,j ← li,j ∈ H Where; Predecessor[i] = j
14 Return [CH

i,j]n×n

network through a matrix-based centralized traffic attention 490

network. However, the central traffic control with support of 491

decentralized traffic steering would be discussed in our next 492

research work to validate a flexible and collaborative MEC 493

network. 494

C. Scalability Solution Through ANBD 495

With the consideration of Definition 5, we propose an 496

ANBD algorithm that bounds a large MEC network traffic 497

routing as a partitioned interior subnetwork (H ⊂ G). The 498

ANBD framework runs at each ES (∀m ∈ M) and creates 499

its own block of the interior network based on its adjacent 500

ES (m1 . . . mα ∈ mo) and controls its outbound traffic, to 501

a large extent. The ANBD constructs an adjoin boundary 502

matrix [CH
i,j]n×n; n = |H|. As defined in Definition 5, the 503

nodes of the MEC network (∀n ∈ N) can be separated as 504

N = M ∪ R, where M ⊂ N = {m1, m2, . . . , mk} is a set 505

of MEC servers and R ⊂ N = {r1, r2, . . . , rn} is the set of 506

routers. 507

The boundary discovery algorithm ANBD (Algorithm 1) 508

works with BFS searching technique, which takes MEC 509

network G as an adjacency list and the origin ES (mo ∈ G) 510

as input. Throughout searching, every element node n ∈ N 511

in stack (in line 2), if the element is an ES, then it is 512

inserted in interior network node set H directly without search- 513

ing its neighboring nodes (as lines 4–7). Otherwise, all the 514

nodes are considered as router nodes. Lines 9–11 explore 515

the neighboring nodes of all the remaining nodes element, 516

push them into stack if not visited, and assigns element as 517

Predecessor for all neighboring nodes to establish the links 518

between ni and nj. Lines 12 and 14 construct a subnetwork 519

traffic matrix ([CH
i,j]n×n; n = |H|) with the help of interior 520

network nodes (∀n ∈ H) and create the link connectivity 521

explored by Predecessor. 522
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Algorithm 2: MCNB Algorithm

Data: [CH
i,j]n×n; Source ES mo ∈ M ⊂ N

Result: Sets of must connected nodes where; number of
sets = number of adjoin ESs.

1 mcnb← dictionary initialization
2 adjoinESs← ∀m ∈ M ∈ H where; m �= mo

3 foreach ES ∈ adjoinESs do
4 AllPath← AllPath(H, mo, md)

5 foreach node ∈ AllPath do
6 if node /∈ set P then
7 set P← node

8 mcnb[ES]← set P

9 return mcnb
10 // Function for finding all possible linked nodes!
11 def AllPath(Graph, Start, End, Nodes = [ ]):
12 Nodes← Names+ Start
13 if Start is End then
14 return Nodes

15 Check ∀ Neighbors ∈ start
16 if neighbor �= End and /∈ Nodes then
17 Paths← AllPath(Graph, neighbor, End, Nodes)

18 return Paths

D. Fine-Grained Solution Through MCNB523

Moreover, the feature observation of the MEC network524

model motivates the needs for a finer-grained characterization525

of interior network H in terms of the identifiability of MCNs526

between OD pair of ESs. Dynamic shortest path finding527

throughout MCN can be expressed as a general case of528

the well-known traveling salesman problem, which is also529

known as NP-complete [21]. Instead of traversing all nodes530

as in the original traveling salesman problem, this problem531

involves to visit only a subset of predefined MCN set between532

OD ESs. In particular, it is possible to easily trace out533

all connected nodes and link paths, where all MCN sets534

must satisfy the property of linearly independent paths (as535

in Definition 6). With this assumption, a path-finding process536

based on MCN for all subnetworks (∀H ∈ G) can be defined in537

Definition 6.538

Considering Definition 6, we obtain an MCN set, using539

Algorithm 2, of the possible linked nodes to find all linearly540

independent connectivity for every adjacent ES (∀mα ∈ H)541

as destination, from origin ES (mo ∈ H). Algorithm 2 is also542

only one time required to be executed and generate a static543

immutable MCNB of must linked node sets. As shown in544

Fig. 4, the MCNB sets Smcn = {sm1 , sm2 , . . . , smα } contains545

MCN for all adjacent ESs (∀mα ∈ H) in each set. Before546

the execution of the path-finding process, a set of nodes is547

selected by the requested destination ES (md ∈ H) (e.g., ES2,548

ES3, . . . , ESk). Throughout this procedure, a reduced traf-549

fic matrix [CR
i,j]n×n; n = |smi | ∈ Smcn of only the related550

nodes between OD ESs pairs can be accessed, instead of551

Fig. 4. Predefined memory-based MCNB set and MCN-based matrix
minimization process steps for the path selection procedure within the related
node.

nonrelated nodes in whole interior network H. Fig. 4 repre- 552

sents the reduced matrix of 6×6 instead of full traffic matrix 553

of 20×20 nodes to minimize the searching time of nonre- 554

lated nodes. Algorithm 2 representing MCNB procedure in 555

two parts. First, the main idea is to find all linearly indepen- 556

dent paths between origin ES (mo ∈ H) to all adjoin ESs 557

(mα ∈ H), with a recursive function, named AllPaths. Second, 558

it creates an MCNB table of sets of independent but unique 559

nodes. 560

Definition 6 (Linearly Independent Paths): A path pi can 561

be linearly independent if and only if it has at least one 562

new link (li,j ∈ H) that is not exist in any other path set 563

(p1, p2, . . . , pk; k �= i). In other words, if a path set pi has 564

at least one new node (ni ∈ H) as compared to other linearly 565

independent paths, then this path is also considered as a lin- 566

early independent path, because any single path pi containing 567

at least one unique node automatically indicates that it has a 568

unique link. A path pi if showing as a subpath of another lin- 569

early independent path Pk and then it will not considered as 570

a linearly independent path set. 571

The thing that should be remembered at the end of this 572

discussion is that both ANBD and MCNB algorithms need 573

to be executed only once at MEC deployment and gener- 574

ate an immutable results. The dynamic path selection algo- 575

rithms, discussed in the next section, is executed based on 576

these static results dynamically to minimize the processing 577

time slot. 578

IV. PROPOSED DYNAMIC PATH SELECTION 579

In this section, we discuss our proposed dynamic path 580

selection algorithms, for seamless service migration, based on 581

both ANBD and MCNB devised solutions, discussed in the 582

previous section. 583

A. Shortest Path Selection Approach Through MDSPS 584

Generally, a very important constraint for seamless service 585

migration is transferring time. If the transferring time is large, 586

it will have a bad impact on QoS [2]. In some kinds of mobile- 587

based applications, if the time of migration achieves as less 588
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than 0.1 s, then the service continuity remains imperceptible.589

While, if the response time of migration is in the range of590

[0.1; 1] s, it becomes difficult to maintain the user’s continu-591

ity, as well as larger than 10 s, it will be impossible to remain592

appropriately connected [11], [22]. Therefore, we introduce the593

notion of the time threshold T for QoS and seamless migra-594

tion of services. If the transferring time is shown less than595

this threshold time, the migration of service will be transpar-596

ent for mobile users during the movement from one ES to597

another. It is clear that the fixed threshold time value is not598

applicable across all application types [7]. The MDSPS algo-599

rithm consists of two parts presented in Algorithm 3. The first600

part generates a minimized matrix [CR
i,j]n×n of only MCNs601

from INM [CH
i,j]n×n ∈ H. The second part finds out a shortest602

best path for data transferring based on the enhanced Dijkstra603

algorithm with consideration 7.604

The main target is to find a new shortest and best transfer-605

ring path p, in each cycle, until these paths together transfer all606

data K of running service in time T . For minimizing the cost607

of searching time we introduce a related only matrix of nodes608

called reduced matrix by predefined MCN set (Lines 3–5).609

Based on our enhance Dijkstra structure, the selected link610

li,j ∈ p ensures the higher available bandwidth and minimum611

sum of delay cost from line 15 to 17. These objective func-612

tions are formed as (6) and (7) and guarantee the fully optimal613

solution as proved in Section II-C. Line 24–27 arrange path614

node with the help of predecessor and then simply calculate615

the delay sum of path Do→d
p from total distance of mo and616

bandwidth of path Bo→d
p by (6) (as Lines 28 and 29). Line 30,617

operations to find the initial minimum time period in which618

all data can be transferred. This is assured by Proposition 3.619

Hence, it is checked that if data volume K is less than band-620

width of selected path Bo→d
p , the path p and threshold time621

T will return. On the other hand, in lines 33–35, data is622

relaxed and sent in partition as per window size of path at623

each time slot.624

Proposition 3: T = Q/Bo→d
p is a minimum time cost period625

needed for transferring K sized data, depending on the set626

containing linearly independent connected links and nodes627

denoted as p, where Bo→d
p means the bandwidth of transferring628

path p.629

Proof 1: Given an arbitrary link in path p, let it be630

(li,j ∈ p), the transferring time on it ti,j is less than T , i.e.,631

ti,j < T . Using the pigeonhole principle example [18], there632

exists at least one transferring link l ∈ p with transferring time633

tl ≥ ([Q− ai,j.ti,j]/[Bp − ai,j]) > ([Q− ai,jTl]/[Bp − ai,j]) =634

T . This signifies that there will never be the transferring time635

of all links (∀l ∈ p) is less than T . So, T becomes the minimum636

time slot or time cost.637

The MDSPS acts only as the shortest but the shortest path638

selection (SPS) algorithm in one time slot. It can increase639

time complexity during the management of multiple requests.640

If more than one service call migrates operations simultane-641

ously, the algorithm will not response in the ideal time period.642

The question arises that how to process the multiple requests643

for the best path between two ESs even in a subnetwork H.644

This is where the multipath searching (MPS)-based MDMPS645

algorithm comes in.646

Algorithm 3: MDSPS Algorithm

Input: [CH
i,j]n×n as INM graph, K data size to be

transferred, Source ES mo ∈ M ⊂ H, target ES
md ∈ M ⊂ H and (mcnp = MCNB[md])
predefined must linked node set

Output: A best shortest path p with shortest delay,
higher available bandwidth as Eq. (6) and
estimated time T for seamless service migration

1 */First part: create a reduced/minimized matrix. /*
2 INITALIZE [CR

i,j]n×n; n = |mcn|
3 foreach i in mcn do
4 foreach j in mcn do
5 [CR

i,j]n×n ← [CH
i,j]n×n

6 For all CR
i,j ← set dist[ ] as ∞ where; Ci,j �= mo

7 Queue← 0 ∈ mo */ set priority queue /*
8 while Queue not empty do
9 item, dist(item)← Pop Queue

10 if item not visited then
11 foreach Neighbor as j ∈ item as i do
12 if j �= i then
13 if i = mo then
14 cost(t)← ∑

i→j
wi,j + a−1

i,j + dist(i, j)

15 else
16 cost(t)← ∑

i→j
wi,j+a−1

i,j +dist(i, j)+ηi

17 if cost < dist(i, j) then
18 (i)dist(i, j)← cost(t)
19 (ii)Queue← j ∈ cost(t)
20 (iii)Predecessor(j)← i

21 mark item as visited

22 */ Compute Path with delay and bandwidth values /*
23 temp← md

24 while mo /∈ p do
25 p← predecessor[temp]
26 temp← predecessor[temp]

27 COMPUTE Dp(t)← dist(md)

28 COMPUTE Bp(t) = min
li,j∈p

ai,j */ Using Eq. (5) /*

29 COMPUTE Tp ← K/Bp(t) */ practical transferring time
of path p /*

30 P← P ∪ {p, Tp}
31 if T > T then
32 return P

33 else
34 UPDATE K ← K − (Bp × Tp)

35 Go to line 3

B. MPS Approach Through MDMPS 647

In this section, we propose an MDMPS algorithm, where 648

every path set pi ∈ P constructs its path matrices, by the 649
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Algorithm 4: MDMPS Algorithm

Input: [CH
i,j]n×n as INM graph, K data size to be

transferred, All_Path_Dic having all path sets
between mo → ∀ma ∈ H ; Origin ES mo ∈ H and
Destination ES md ∈ H

Output: Multi-path set P with having total delay as
Eq. (7) and available bandwidth as Eq. (6) at
each path pi ∈ P

1 md_Paths← All_Path_Dic [md]
2 while md_Paths not Empty do
3 foreach pi ∈ md_Paths do
4 foreach node (i, i+ 1) ∈ pi do
5 if i = mo then
6 SET Dpi ←

∑
wi,j ∈ Ci,j; where

j = (i+ 1)

7 else
8 SET Dpi ←

∑
wi,j + ηi ∈ Ci,j

9 SET Bpi ← amin
i,j ∈ Ci,j

10 POP pi ∈ md_Paths; with Dmin
pi

11 COMPUTE Tpi ← K/Bpi

12 P← P ∪ {pi, Tpi}
13 if T > Tpi then
14 return P

15 else
16 if

∑
p∈P

Tpi < T then

17 UPDATE K ← K − (Bpi × T)

18 Go to line 10

19 else
20 Go to line 1

evaluation of only related row–column connection in the traf-650

fic matrix. The dynamic searching environment through INM651

guarantees the lowest execution time cost than the online652

network link accessing techniques [23]. As well as, there is653

no need to compare the cumulative link cost and bandwidth654

of each link as in MDSPS modules by simply single access655

and INM element values with predefined path set nodes. In656

short, Algorithm 4 explains the main and simple feature of657

the MDMPS algorithm, where only predefined and identified658

nodes in the selected path set can be traverse in INM.659

We take into account the AllPath function only (in660

Algorithm 2) instead of the whole MCNB algorithm, for con-661

structing the all path dictionary (All_Path_Dict), where662

every ES name is assigned as a key, which specifies its all663

connected path sets. The AllPath function is called for all664

adjoin ESs (∀ma ∈ H) and returns a dictionary of path sets665

( All_Path_Dict), for every adjoin ES from origin ES.666

This procedure is also only one time executed and, as a result,667

All_Path_Dict is created as the predefined path sets.668

In Algorithm 4, the matrix-based all path table (MAPT)669

takes INM matrix [CH
i,j]n×n as input graph with origin ES mo,670

destination ES md, and all path dictionary All_Path_Dict.671

A set of paths, between OD ESs, from md ∈ All_Path_Dict, 672

is selected by the key name of the destination ES md. Only 673

required node’s values, from INM, are accessed and computed 674

with the node’s name in the selected path set pi ∈ md, from 675

lines 5 to 9). The delay w(t) ∈ Ci,j and available bandwidth 676

ai,j) ∈ Ci,j, where i, j = i, i + 1 ∈ pi is set as the total delay 677

(
∑

D(t) ∈ pi) and minimum bandwidth (amin
i,j ∈ pi) and are 678

updated to identified single path pi ∈ md. Line 10 selects 679

a path with the lowest delay cost and computes a practical 680

transferring time Tpi that is assigned to its path in multipath 681

set P in lines 11 and 12. The remaining procedure checks 682

transferring time Tpi ∈ P; if it can transfer all data K and then 683

return it. Otherwise, select next path from pi+1 ∈ md_Paths in 684

multipath set p, for sending data in parallel on multipaths. 685

The most important thing should be discussed here that the 686

extra advantage of the MDMPS algorithm with the AllPath 687

function in Algorithm 2 is that it can construct a static table 688

of all connected node paths toward all adjoin ESs ∀ma ∈ H . 689

However, these paths, referred to as static paths, include defi- 690

nite connected nodes only and their link connectivity. By using 691

the MDMPS algorithm for all adjacent ESs, it can be used as 692

a routing table (e.g., BGRP) [9]; but in the MDMPS model, 693

there is no need to create protocol tables separately by all 694

nodes (n ∈ N). With the beneficial effects of the bounded and 695

partitioned MEC network, all path routing tables can be built 696

in a minimum time triggering time. This efficiency to handle 697

routing paths in the subnetwork can be executed separately in 698

a specified time and use the updated path matrices to avoid the 699

whole process of SPS or MPS at each request. The evaluation 700

results also prove that generating and using the routing table 701

by MDMPS, all traffic routing and service migration achieve 702

state-of-the-art results in time sensitivity. 703

V. RESULT EVALUATION 704

We know that the dynamic path selection techniques with 705

the interior MEC boundary framework can theoretically give 706

np-complete optimal solutions in both whole and partitioned 707

MEC network planes, but the experimental tests will validate 708

the proposed methods. 709

A. Setup 710

To achieve reliable results, both algorithms are performed 711

100 times at different node-sized portioned MEC networks. 712

The whole MEC network is considered with a total of 100 713

nodes, including 30 ESs and 70 routers. Due to the values 714

of link matrices handled locally and offline as memory-based 715

traffic matrix and to avoid the complexity, all values are gen- 716

erated randomly, where normalized delay (wi,j) of link (li,j) is 717

between [0.0, 1.0] and capacity (ci,j) is limited between [0.5, 718

1.0] Gb/s. Although the available bandwidth of link (ai,j) can 719

be calculated in simple through 3, to reduce the influence of 720

the simulation environment, extreme results are rejected, and 721

the average of remaining results is calculated. In addition, we 722

list each of our proposed algorithm with the application of 723

four benchmark schemes and their relations, and present the 724

results with respect to each algorithm, as follows. 725
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1) Bounded (B): The ANBD algorithm generates a726

partition-based immutable controlled matrix on the cur-727

rent Server, which is represented by the Bounded (B)728

benchmark. By using the ANBD algorithm at a MEC729

server, the current server only can see its adjacent730

Servers only.731

2) Mapped (M): To avoid the nonrelated servers and routers732

during path searching, we introduce an MCNB algorithm733

that creates immutable lists of MCNs and is known by734

the Mapped (M) benchmark, where each node list is735

represented by its adjacent MEC server.736

3) Bounded and Mapped (BM): A distributed traffic steer-737

ing works under both the above benchmarks as (BM).738

4) No Filter: Here, the MEC network is considered as a739

whole network and will not apply any of the partitioned740

and mapped techniques as discussed above.741

The benchmarks were conducted on both MDSPS and742

MDMPS algorithms. These network algorithms are not only743

technically design level but are also practically applicable level744

using the result of the benchmark test.745

We have a set of OD ESs pairs, for all experiments, and746

calculate the final result as the mean value from all evalu-747

ation metrics. To provide clear distinctions and visualization748

for the plots based on four benchmark schemes, the plots are749

presented in the same way. In fact, we have four benchmark750

schemes for both algorithms in our research; as for the SPS751

module, it can be considered as SPS-BM, SPS-M, SPS-B, and752

SPS, as well as for MPS module, it is MPS-BM, MPS-M,753

MPS-B, and MPS. We work with three evaluation metrics as754

follows, to estimate the performance of the proposed MDSPS755

and MDMPS algorithms.756

1) Computational Time: The time required by the algo-757

rithms to compute the desired path selection on both758

MDSPS and MDMPS algorithms.759

2) Transferring Time: It is the required time to transfer760

service data between the OD pair of ES and is also761

related to the data volume to be transferred and available762

bandwidth.763

3) Node Traversing: The range of the maximum number764

of nodes to be searched in the MDSPS algorithm. It is765

related to the benchmark schemes for node searching.766

4) Distance of OD ES: The evaluation of computational767

time based on the distance as the minimum number of768

nodes between OD ESs in one path.769

Good performance is considered based on the lower value of770

the above three evaluation.771

B. Performance Analysis772

We compare the MDSPS and MDMPS algorithms based773

on the above-discussed benchmark schemes. As well as, the774

importance of decentralized traffic steering is compared to the775

centralized algorithm, named PLP, has proposed in [7], which776

gives the best results. The important similarity that needs to777

be compared is the use of the elliptic region with a filtering778

version of PLP as PLP/F. Note that we start with a large region779

size of the network than that is used in PLP and PlP/F that also780

not provide fully optimal path selection with the lowest delay781

Fig. 5. Average experimental results of both MDSPS and MDMPS with four
benchmark schemes.

and higher bandwidth. On the other hand, we already prove 782

with strong Pareto-optimal analysis that our proposed frame- 783

work gives fully optimal results between delay and bandwidth 784

matrices, in Section II-C. 785

Fig. 5 represents the average running time of the MDSPS 786

algorithm and total computation with selected but different 787

data sizes as managed in [5] and [24]. It is closely seen that 788

the computational time of SPS-BM and SPS-M is 8.62 and 789

8.84 ms, respectively, which is very low running time cost 790

than SPS-B and only SPS (as a whole MEC network). The 791

total time of transferring the data is relevant to the required 792

bandwidth for data to be transferred and computational time of 793

algorithm. Obviously, the MDSPS algorithm has the best case 794

time complexity of O(2N+N2); whereas, the time complexity 795

of the Dijkstra algorithm is O(N2). From Fig. 5, we observe 796

that the QoS of the migration process is highly affected by 797

the computational time in the MDSPS algorithm, where the 798

minimum or only related node traversing (as with BM and 799

M benchmark schemes) has become more important. Hence, 800

more than one request for path searching will increase the 801

transferring time too and affects threshold time. 802

We pursue a similar evaluation, but with better behavior than 803

MDSPS is observed by the MDMPS algorithm’s experimen- 804

tal results. In fact, a better pattern of plots is acquired, which 805

is obvious in Fig. 5. Hence, we conclude that the MDMPS 806

algorithm performs extremely lowest computational time in 807

MPS-BM and MPS-M with 1.14 and 1.23 ms, respectively. 808

This is caused by the best time complexity of O(|P|×(N−1)), 809

where |P| is the number of linearly independent path sets. It is 810

closely seen that path searching with MPS-BM and MPS-M, 811

all independent paths are selected for only one destination ES 812

even then it achieves the extremely lowest computational time 813

than SPS-BM and SPS-M. Whereas, the MPS-B and MPS gen- 814

erate an all-path table for each adjacent ES (∀mα ∈ H) as an 815

independent path block. So, it is observed that a required path 816

can be accessed from the table, instead of whole computation 817

at every request for service data transfer. 818

In Fig. 6, we perform a random data size with thresh- 819

old time T of 1s to check the available transferring time 820
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Fig. 6. Experimental results of random different data sizes with the best
case of MDSPS and MDMPS algorithms.

at both MDSPS and MDMPS algorithms. We also consider821

and define MSP-B and MSP conditions as a routing table822

form the origin to all adjoin ESs in both subnetwork and823

whole network. We named it MAPT and can work as a rout-824

ing table as in the boundary gateway protocol (BGP) [9].825

With boundary-based MEC networking, it is easy to update826

the routing table with 1-s interval time without any network827

congestion. Simply, it chooses the best updated path with-828

out executing the whole MDMPS algorithm. The difference829

between MDSPS and MDMPS-based transferring time is830

equally different if data transferring time becomes upto 1 s831

(i.e., 1, 3, 5, 8 levels). Although, larger threshold time differs832

larger between MDSPS and MDMPS. The main difference is833

generated by the single-path searching technique of MDSPS834

than MDMPS and MDSPS every time adds its computation835

time more than 1-s time threshold. Whereas, MDMPS works836

on multiple paths at once in simple access of each element837

in the matrix related to path nodes. The higher quality results838

are given by path selection as the all-path routing table with839

MPS-B and MPS, simultaneously, help to minimize the time840

threshold for live and seamless service migration. It can be841

noticed easily as the MAPT line graph in Fig. 6 that the addi-842

tive time value of path selection in the total transferring time843

is very low and can perform a better QoS in seamless service844

migration in the vehicular MEC network. In short, we gen-845

erate best computational time and transferring time with the846

multipath technique instead of single shortest path, as well as847

better performance than that is discussed in [7].848

Fig. 7 exemplifies the execution time affected by the849

distance between the selected OD ES pair. The distance is con-850

sidered as one path with minimum MCN nodes between OD851

ES. We evaluate both of our algorithms with four discussed852

benchmark schemes for better understanding. In Fig. 7(a)853

and 7(b), the increment within the minimum MCN nodes’854

path between OD ES escalates the computational time in SPS855

than the MPS, where matrix mapping to MCN nodes adds856

its computational time. This is caused by the computation of857

the MCNB algorithm by increasing the distance between OD858

ES. With simple computation of the MDMPS algorithm, we859

achieve better computational time in both BM and only M 860

benchmark schemes with must related nodes only. Whereas, 861

the MDSPS algorithm shows more computational time due 862

to comparative calculation and updating from node to node 863

ni → nj. In Fig. 7(c) and 7(d), without the MCNB algo- 864

rithm, MDMPS computational time grows exponentially than 865

the MDSPS framework caused by all nonrelated nodes travers- 866

ing. With the evaluation for comparisons of both SPS and MPS 867

modules based on all benchmark schemes, it is assumed that 868

both of our MDSPS and MDMPS algorithms provide the best 869

results in different scenarios. Although if the node distance 870

is less than 20 nodes, then the MDMPS algorithm can work 871

well than an SPS (MDSPS) framework with predefined and 872

immutable MCN path nodes. 873

C. Parameter Analysis 874

The graph characteristics in Fig. 8 shows the rate of change 875

of nodes traversing in multi iterations with different baselines. 876

It is very clear that MCNB-based node mapping (SPS-BM and 877

SPS-M) generates better results by only related node travers- 878

ing and avoiding the unrelated nodes and paths. This is why 879

SPS-BM and SPS-M produce same results that overlapp both 880

lines. In Fig. 8(a), the graph shows the rate of node traversing 881

with 20-node partitioned/bounded network within the MEC 882

network of 100 nodes. Fig. 8(b) with the bounded node of 30, 883

Fig. 8(c) resultant with a 40-node cluster of the MEC network, 884

and Fig. 8(d) are shown with 50-node bonded network INM. 885

It should be noted here that all simulation results are trig- 886

gered and generated at 100% rate of updated link values at 887

every iteration or time interval. Although, the MDMPS frame- 888

work always traverses all nodes between OD ESs pair in every 889

benchmark schemes; whereas, the computational complexity 890

always matter in MDMPS than that in MDSPS, which has 891

been discussed. 892

The effects of the bounded region size implementation with 893

all benchmark schemes, in detail, is shown in Table II. We 894

set region sizes with the number of nodes as 20, 30, 40, and 895

50 nodes in a MEC network, respectively. All experiments are 896

executed at both MDSPS and MDMPS, with different size of 897

data to obtain the tentative results. The whole network con- 898

sideration without bounded and mapping still performs badly 899

in both SPS and MPS benchmark schemes on running time. 900

The MDMPS algorithm specifically performs better caused by 901

its simplest cumulative procedure of link and nodes matrices. 902

As the number of node increases, the evaluation performance 903

between bounded and no filter approaches one another. As a 904

result, computation will increase to find the best transferring 905

scheme. As the same, the time-changing ratio with small a 906

difference than MDSPS is observed with experimental results, 907

the MDMPS algorithm performs with the same region size of 908

the MEC network. However, the MDMPS framework achieves 909

extremely better results with ANBD and MCNB than the 910

MDSPS algorithm. 911

The evaluations and tables significantly indicate that our 912

MDSPS algorithm is efficient in terms of time involvement 913

and accuracy than the existing shortest path algorithms [7]. 914

As well as, the proposed MDMPS is more efficient in terms 915
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Fig. 7. Computational time is measured based on the distance between OD ES. AQ3

Fig. 8. Experiment in 50 iterations of traversing the total number of nodes in each benchmark schemes of the MDSPS algorithm.

TABLE II
EFFECTS OF REGION SIZE

of multipath set computation. Moreover, in the case of large916

size of MEC network graphs, ANBD and MCNB modules917

provide efficient bounded network distribution. In contrast, our918

MEC network partitioning approach is unique and provides919

better results for both dynamic and static path searching. It is920

observed that our whole proposed research is also very high in921

the sense of dynamic path searching in a large MEC network,922

with our algorithms performing well almost every time.923

VI. RELATED WORK924

The standardization for 5G MEC is in the emerging era and925

there is no physical deployment work on live service migra-926

tion, even on traffic steering. A very few research work is done927

on the dynamic path selection and traffic steering system.928

MEC-based centralized traffic steering brings together929

in [6], [12], and [13] as cloud-based traffic monitoring, in930

which the researcher applies deep learning and machine learn-931

ing (MDP, cognitive computing etc.) methods. Most of them932

have achieved impressive results in path finding but cannot933

comprise the required time complexity. Work in [25] proposed934

a jointly optimized method for content delivery using the935

Markov decision framework in the vehicular edge comput-936

ing. However, the minimum time slot still remains challenging937

due to the centralized control system in a large MEC network.938

When we analyze the scalability of a large network, the dis- 939

tributed approach of the portioned SDN network [9] becomes 940

important in 5G MEC. Our MDMPS can be considered a little 941

bit similar to multipath TCP (MPTCP) [26]. While, MPTCP 942

is a general solution for robustness and accuracy, rather than 943

being customized with 5G MEC. Similarly, Xu et al. [7] 944

proposed, very well, a centralized dynamic traffic steering 945

for dynamic path selection. This research handles the large 946

network scalability problem with a limited elliptic region size. 947

Hence, the result shows that the optimal time complexity is 948

still challenging. Kagami et al. [19] discussed the importance 949

of bandwidth in network path connection with the cost of time 950

in service migration which become the base of seamless ser- 951

vice migration. Whereas, our ideology is that the dynamic path 952

selection approach can be taken into account as static if the 953

all-path routing table will consider for all adjacent ESs. 954

VII. CONCLUSION 955

This research focused on the minimize time slot for trans- 956

ferring path during vehicle mobility. This complement the 957

flexibility through the reorganization of the MEC servers 958

and routers separately, especially when more ESs join the 959

vehicular edge computing. We proposed a distributed traffic 960

steering model in a large-scale MEC network. The proposed 961
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benchmark algorithms execute through the distributed network962

matrix bounded to its region. The distributed control fea-963

ture efficiently solves the scalability problem of a large MEC964

system for dynamic path selection complexity. The bench-965

marks were conducted both single path selection and MPS966

algorithms. These network algorithms are not only technically967

design level but are also practically applicable level using968

the result of the benchmark test. We outlined our concep-969

tual analysis and interpret experiment results with and without970

benchmark scheme algorithms. The experimental work man-971

ifested that our proposed model and algorithms can help to972

minimize time slot for seamless service migration, with a dis-973

tributed control system. Accordingly, we will research how974

these inherent problems can be resolved with both proposed975

distributed and centralized technology and blockchain smart976

contract of collaborative MEC network.977
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